A P-matrix-based model for the analysis of SAW transversely coupled resonator filters, including guided modes and a continuum of radiated waves.
When designing transversely coupled resonator filters, unexpected spurii are often observed on the high-frequency side of the transfer function. These spurii cannot be described using only the classical waveguide model. Discrete transverse modes inside the grating can be identified if one assumes that the modes have exponential decay outside the grating: however, a continuum of solutions exist in the case of propagating waves outside the grating. A large part of the source excitation may be coupled to these radiated waves. To include this phenomena in the model, a decomposition on the above mentioned continuum was performed. We describe our P-matrix-based model for transversely coupled structures. This model takes into account all guided modes and the continuum. It allows the use of an arbitrary number of acoustical layers and electrical ports. A comparison of the measured and simulated frequency responses is presented for different filters and different metallization thickness showing an excellent agreement.